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Supreme Court to hear benzene exposure case: The US 
Supreme Court has agreed to review an appeal court ruling 
which struck down the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration's strict new limit for benzene exposure in 
the workplace. The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in New 
Orleans-whose reputation is pro-industry and anti
environmentalists-decided that the limit was invalid 
because OSHA did not provide a reasonable cost-benefit 
analysis for it. The industrial groups which challenged the 
limit estimated that it would cost them $500 million to 
comply with the new standard and claimed there was no 
evidence that lives would be saved by it. The Government 
argued unsuccessfully that current scientific knowledge was 
insufficient for OSHA ·to predict accurately the number of 
lives saved by a given reduction in exposure to harmful 
chemicals. If the Supreme Court upholds the decision, the 
basis for government regulatory activities could be seriously 
undermined. 

Rothschild's Dimbleby lecture on 
risk is attacked: "In view of the 
highly biased nature of Lord 
Rothschild's lecture we were 
shocked to learn that the Atomic 
Energy Authority is distributing 
copies of (the lecture) through its 
liaison office in Washington and we 
call upon you to stop its distribution 
forthwith" said the UK office of 
Friends of the Earth in a letter to 
UKAEA chairman Sir John Hill 
last week. Czech Conroy, Energy Campaigner of FOE, first 
raised the protest on 23 February at a lecture given by the 
UKAEA's health and safety adviser, Professor F. R. 
Farmer, to students at the Royal College of Art, Conroy 
pointed out that Rothschild's talk was based in part on 
"the severely discredited" Inhaber .report prepared for the 
Atomic Energy Board of Canada on the risks of energy 
production and that Rothschild's talk had been widely 
criticised in the scientific press. Conroy also protested that 
in spite of these criticisms the Authority had published the 
lecture without comment in its monthly magazine, ATOM. 
The editor of ATOM, who happened to be in the audience, 
offered to publish a critique of the talk and Friends of 
the Earth requests in its letter that this be agreed formally. 
The UKAEA is not yet prepared to comment on the 
request. 

Social Audit audits UK food and drug companies: Social 
Audit Ltd, a London-based non-profit organisation, has 
issued a stinging critique of British drug company marketing 
practices in the Third World. Supporting the World Health 
Organisation's criticism of the selling of "inessential" drugs 
in Third World markets (8 February), author Charles 
Medawar further cites the sale of drugs specifically banned 
in Britain and suppression of information about dosage and 
side effects as examples of "disgraceful standards of 
advertising and marketing by UK companies in the develop
ing countries". Medawar emphasises that drug expenditure, 
typically 20-50% of a country's health budget, can do little 
to ameliorate health problems caused by poor sanitation 
and malnutrition. Preventative measures and ultimately 
"political and economic solutions" are needed, he says. 
The Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry 
calls the report "an unjustified smear". The ABPI says 
that, given the confused state of research, there are justifi
able differences in the requirements set by different 
governments. 
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According to the Politics of Health Group of the British 
Society for Social Responsibility in Science, drug companies 
are the most profitable industrial enterprises. In the UK 
for 1975, rates and returns were estimated at 21.4% 
(Industrial chemicals were second at 16.2 '}{, ). In 1972, 
Boots and Beechams showed 54% and 41 % returns 
respectively on capital employed. 
(Insult or injury'! by Charles Medawar. Social Audit, 9 
Poland St, London WJV 3DG; £1.50.) 

German President draws attention to jobs problem: The 
President of West Germany, Walter Scheel, addressed the 
Wissenschaftsrat ("Science Council") that advises govern
ment on higher education policy on 25 January about the 
employment problems of young scientists. He hinted that 
the Heisenberg Programme was not a complete solution. 
This programme was recently devised by the Deutsches 
Forschungsgemeinschaft to keep at university those who 
had won their "habilitation" (right in principle to a 
university post) but had no job. Only some 70 people had 
been awarded Heisenberg fellowships so far. "Industry as 
well ought to be at least aware of this problem", Scheel 
said. "Perhaps there will he an opportunity to increase 
exchanges between industry and the universities." How
ever, he added: "We cannot easily refute the claim that 
not enough basic research is being done in the Federal 
Republic." And casting a glance at the well-established 
principle of academic freedom in German universities, he 
said: "It is the right and duty of the state to insist upon 
some coordination in basic research". However this would 
not reduce the freedom and dignity of research. (Wirtschaft, 
Wissenschaft, Politik 5 February 1979.) 

Porton Down transfer causes redundancies: The transfer of 
the Microbiological Research Establishment from the 
control of the Ministry of Defence to the Public Health 
Service Laboratory Service Board is expected to reduce 
the staff by 25"/. from 300 to 223. Although called "natural 
wastage", the redundancies include at least 10 senior 
principal scientific officers within five years of retirement. 
Most of the job losses are being contested by the Transport 
and General Workers Union which represents the laboratory 
assistants involved in the transfer. The Ministry of Defence 
says that no jobs will be lost through the move except "for 
some who want voluntary redundancy". 

Oil from coal feasibility study launched in UK: The 
National Coal Board and the Department of Energy of 
the UK have signed a financial agreement to cover the 
cost of creating an engineering design and feasibility study 
for the construction of two coal extraction demonstration 
plants capable of processing 25 tonnes of coal per day. The 
two processes which have been developed to the laboratory 
stage are liquid solvent extraction (petrol, diesel fuel, 
kerosene) and super critical gas solvent extraction, a new 
process that will produce the aromatic compounds, benzene, 
toluene and xylene, as well as chemical feedstocks for 
olastics, rubbers, artificial fibres and paints. The Govern
ment will put £800,000 towards the total cost of £1.2 million. 
The actual cost of construction and operation of the two 
plants, to begin in 18 months, is estimated to he £30 million. 
Sir Derek Ezra, chairman of the National Coal Board said 
at the signing ceremony: "Looking at the future availability 
of oil in terms of world reserves, and currently at the 
situation in Iran, who can say that the need for this new 
technology may not emerge sooner than we think?" 
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